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PRESENTATION OF OUR SCHOOL 



WHERE WE ARE… 

Our school is located in the centre of Italy, in Tuscany in the district of Lucca. 

We are in Marlia, a big village situated in the commune of Capannori. 

CAPANNORI MARLIA LUCCA TUSCANY 



OUR DISTRICT: LUCCA 

Lucca is a historical city sorrounded by medieval walls where you can walk on. We have 

lots of tower, like «Torre Guinigi» with trees on the top, a roman amphitheater and about 

114 churches. You can see «San Martino’s Cathedral» and «San Michele’s Church». 



OUR VILLAGE: MARLIA (Capannori) 

Marlia, with its 5369 inhabitants, is the most populated village in the Commune of 

Capannori. It is about 6 Km away from Lucca and 45 km from the sea, Viareggio.  

The major part of inhabitants are Italian but we also have people coming from Morocco, 

Sri Lanka, Romania, Albania.  

Marlia is hilly in the North side where there are Pizzorne Mountains and level in the South 

side near Lucca. 



OUR VILLAGE: MARLIA (Capannori) 

Agriculture is enough developed: on the hills grown olive trees and grapes, on the level 

grown corn, vegetables, fruit trees and flowers. 

Tourism is expanding because lots of people look for places where is possible to relax: there 

are houses that in summer are rent to English, French, German, Scandinavian tourists. 

By the way there are lots of historical villas to see in Marlia and Capannori, like Villa Reale, 

Villa Grabau, Villa Torrigiani, Villa Mansi that made Marlia know throughout Tuscany. 



OUR INSTITUTE:  ISTITUTO COMPRENSIVO «ILIO MICHELONI» LAMMARI 
( http://www.icmichelonilammari.gov.it/ ) 

Our institute includes: 

 1 Secondary school (12-14 years old pupils) 

 2 Primary schools (6-11 years old pupils) 

 2 Kindergartens (3-5 years old pupils)  
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OUR SCHOOL: SCUOLA ELEMENTARE «A. MANZONI» - MARLIA 

Our school is located in a suburb zone where the major part of families are wealthy.  

The majority of pupils in our school are Italian but we have few immigrants coming from 

Morocco, Sri Lanka, Albania and Romania. 

We are working to guarantee them the same development opportunities. 



OUR SCHOOL: PUPILS & TEACHERS 

There are 250 pupils and 22 teachers; one of them for special-needs pupils. 

PLANNING 

Lessons are from Monday to Friday and 2 types of timetable: 
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We have 12 classes: 3 follow the «TYPE 1» timetable with 28 hours per week and 9 follow the 

«TYPE 2» with 40 hours per week. 

Our school is provided with a computer room, a TV- projector room, a library,  a science 

room, a gym and a canteen. All the classrooms have interactive-board. 

OUR SCHOOL: CLASSES 



OUR SCHOOL: DEVELOPMENT 

Marlia and all the people in Commune of Capannori looks after the environment.  

Our school educates pupils to separate garbage intelligently in order to reduce pollution 

and waste.  

Our school has several times been involved in projects concerning good practices of eating, 

like the project «Orto in condotta» where pupils discover the soil sowing Mediterranean 

crops. Pupils helped by parents organize a party at school cooking with that vegetables. 




